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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Midterms!

HIDOKU!

GREAT IDEA!

How to play hidoku:
Half maze, half Sudoku – all you have to do is figure out which number to put in each cell. Beginning at 1, going to 2, and so on until
the last number, you should fill each box with a number in increasing
order. You can only go on square at a time, but in any direction: so,
you can go left, right, up, down, or diagonally from your current spot.

Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Birthday Boy!

Have you ever had one of those
ideas that sounded so amazing
you just had to share? I totally
did, and the first thing I did was
run to my computer to write this
article. Trust me guys, this is going to be crazy.
I have a hobby of throwing cameras in the air to get neat aerial
shots that are slightly more interesting than those taken from
ground level. Basically I set the
camera on timer, throw it as high
and as stable as I can, then hope
I get a good picture of whatever
it is pointing at. My first camera broke doing this, so I got a
ruggedized shockproof one
that has withstood hundreds of
throws. It usually takes a few
dozen tosses to get one sweet
shot.

Here’s my idea: if I were rich, or
in a few years when I can buy
used digital cameras for really really cheap, I’m going to get hundreds of them. In addition to a
cache of cameras, I’ll also buy
(and modify) a skeet thrower,
a decent shotgun, and a lot of
cheap memory cards. The aim
of the game will be to see if I can
photograph the shotgun BBs as
they are about to hit the camera
after it has been launched from
the thrower.
As you can probably imagine,
the odds of getting a shot like
that are extremely slim. But not
impossible! I’m sure I could easily capture the flying BBs if I threw
one of those high-speed cameras in the air and shot it, but that’s
expensive and I can probably get
equivalent results by using much
...see SHOOT HER! on back

In other news, 67% of the
MTU campus is already gone!

Hell Freezes Over
by Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

An epic windstorm hit downtown Hell by surprise, burying it beneath
a foot or more of snow almost overnight. The plows were not able
to clear the streets paved in the caked blood of heretics resulting in
dangerous conditions for both driving a car and driving a spear into
the side of that fornicator. The freezing 30 mile per hour winds extinguished all of the carefully arranged hellfire needed for the demon’s
employment and reduced visibility kept them from enjoying the wailing faces of the damned. These terrible conditions had Satan calling
for a snow day, about 5 hours too late for it to make a difference.
While Hell was freezing over, pigs on the surface had begun their
next stage of evolution. A new virus has emerged among the Sus domesticus that alters their offspring’s genetic code, resulting in young
that carry pig-like qualities except for a set of beautiful and functional
wings. These piglets have been seen migrating across the country-

...see COLD AS FUCK on back

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
to Campus Too!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Paraphrasal of the Infamous “Tech Is
Closed” Email of 2012
from the Evil Dictator

EMERGENCY SITUATION: Michigan Tech Closed To Due “Goddamn
Balls-Coldness”
Michigan Technological University is closing at 3 p.m. today, Wednesday, February LEAPth, 2012, due to a severe case of the fuckin’ wind.
Classes are canceled from now until forever, and University offices
will be converted into indoor bonfires of warmth and solace. Only
personnel responsible for hot chocolate making, frostbite treatment,
hot tub installation, and drug trafficking should complete their shifts.
Those scheduled to work later should contact their home planets to
determine if they should come to work.
The University Board of People with Money meeting scheduled for
tonight has been canceled.

...from COLD AS FUCK on front

side, greatly expanding the species natural territory. The flying
pigs have had a strange effect
on humans, causing raises for
corporate temps and blowjobs
for socially awkward high school
nerds across the nation. Sociolo-
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gists are finally getting attention
in academia and are working
around the clock to explain the
phenomenon.
A letter was sent to every home
in America with a check from
Kumalo, the Prince of Nigeria, as a
thank you for aiding him in getting
his wife home safely, returning
him to the throne, avenging his
son’s death, etc etc. Along with
the million dollar checks is the
original $100 that every citizen
gave to him via wire transfer for
these and other noble causes.
The checks were delivered by
the flying pigs.
And on Wednesday, February
29, 2012, Michigan Tech has
closed its doors for the first time
in 5 years, finally admitting that it’s
a tad nippy outside.
...from SHOOT HER! on front

slower, yet more plentiful, ordinary cameras. Plus I get to blast
more electronics that way. JUST
LIKE SPACE INVADERS OMG
I’m currently accepting funding
for this research endeavor in the
form of outdated cameras, shotgun shells, or hand-me-down
skeet throwers. Or cash money
if you’re really cool. I’d do one
of those Kickstarter things, but I
don’t have anything to give to
those who donate aside from
the promise that their funds will
be spent on creative destruction.

Tonight’s basketball games will be held as planned at 5:30 and 7:30
p.m. because it’s international Sam Hoyt is Awesome week.
Love and Cookies,
Public Safety

This actually is only 30 minutes into the storm. The bikes were gone before the
school actually closed! How many freshman froze, do you wonder?

WHERE ELSE CAN I FIND THIS “DAILY BULL?”
We have smokin’ hot distribution racks just waiting for you to check
them out. Give them a pat. Oogle their shiny firmness and perky
publication-holding abilities. Places to find the supple racks:
MUB food commons
MEEM elevators
DOW pillar near 641/642
Dillman lobby
Fisher Aftermath food court
M&M lobby near the west staircase
Walker next to the HDMZ
We also distribute in the Chem Sci lounge and USG office. And,
thanks to loyal fans, copies get thrown around EVERYWHERE! Look for
them in class, on tables, on the floor, in your pants...

If picking up a paper copy doesn’t suit your fancy, we do
have a mailing list! Shout to bull@mtu.edu to subscribe!

